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Dual Interpretation and Saliency Arise from Spell-Out 

Florian Breit, University College London 

Background. In Element Theory (ET; Kaye, Lowenstamm & Vergnaud 1985, Backley 2011, et alios), 

the phonological elements find their phonetic embodiment in distinct acoustic signatures associated 

with each element. E.g. |I| gives rise to a spectral “dIp”, |U| to a “rUmp” and |A| to a “mAss” pattern. 

Complex vowels show an amalgamation of these patterns (Lindsey & Harris 1990, Harris & Lindsey 

1995). The phonetic module’s main task regarding melody is to instruct articulation to achieve these 

signatures in production and detect them in perception. One view (e.g. Harris 2009, Cyran 2014) is 

that this happens in the way proposed by Modulation Theory (Traunmüller 1994, 1998, et seq.): a 

neutral carrier signal [~ə] receives modulations unique to each specific speech sound; the hearer then 

demodulates the surface signal to reach a plausible hypothesis for the modulations that were applied. 

The elements and their signatures encapsulate such modulations. 

Aims. Relatively little work has concerned itself with the precise mechanism by which phonological 

representations are spelled out into their respective modulated–carrier targets at the phonetics interface. 

I propose a spell-out mechanism that architecturally mirrors the interface with morphosyntax in 

Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993, 1994) and respects established premises of ET. I 

show how this spell-out mechanism gives rise to two phenomena often thought inseparable from 

elements’ phonological properties: dual interpretation and saliency. I conclude that neither of these 

properties have any phonological status, but may still form valid diagnostics for underlying structures.  

Proposal. Phonology is a pure symbol manipulation device in the sense of Hale & Reiss (2000). It 

operates on items drawn from a list of phonological formatives (|A|, |U|, |L|, O, R, …). At phonetic 

interpretation, a spell-out process translates structure including phonological formatives into phonetic 

acoustic targets. Spell-out draws on a list of phonetic exponents (carriers and modulations) with their 

conditions of insertion. These exponents form the input to a phonetic interpretation function i( ) which 

cyclically merges the exponents into acoustic targets, which are ultimately realised by the sensorimotor 

system. For simplicity, 1 I assume here that i( ) simply takes a number of signals (in the form of a tupel 

of amplitude values along a frequency dimension, or an equivalent linear function) and returns their 

summation: i(𝜅, 𝜍) =
𝜅+∑ 𝑒𝑒∈𝜍

n(𝜍)+1
, where 𝜅 is the carrier/platform and 𝜍 the set of modulations to be applied 

to 𝜅. Assuming segmental expressions are nested sets (Breit 2013a), this means that in a segment with 

the melody |H, I, A| (the set {{H}, {H, I, A}}) interpretation would first merge i(κ, {H, I, A}). This then 

forms the platform 𝜅 for the next round of interpretation, so that the whole structure is interpreted as 

i(i(κ, {H, I, A}), H), the head |H| being merged again in the second cycle. 

Saliency. In ET, heads distribute asymmetrically over the dependent(s) within a given expression. This 

makes them more salient in the acoustic signal (cf. e.g. Harris & Lindsey 1995: 58), e.g. |A, I| is more 

|A|-like than |A, I| while |A, I| is more |I|-like. Saliency is also relevant in consonantal element 

expressions such as stop |ʔ| vs ejective |ʔ| (the latter reinforcing the obliteration of the laryngeal signal). 

Breit (2013b, 2016) argues that |L| should be seen in the same way: nasality |L| is understood as a 

stronger expression of voicing |L|, by increasing the amount of low frequency energy, cf. Fig. 2. 

Such saliency effects are derivable from the proposal that spell-out proceeds cyclically bottom-up,2 

without requiring recourse to any asymmetric device in either the phonology or phonetics. The carrier 

signal is first symmetrically combined with the dependents, which following Breit’s (2013a) model 

should include the dependent version of any head. The head is separately combined again with the 

result from the previous cycle, leading to the head’s preponderant exponence in the resulting acoustic 

target. This is demonstrated using a heavily simplified model of a neutral carrier K with regularly 

                                                 
1 A more advanced version may permit gaps in inputs, amplify or dampen peaks and troughs, move peaks and troughs, 

etc. It will also necessarily operate on a third, temporal dimension which I’ve completely neglected here. How precisely 

i() is implemented is of little import for the arguments that follow, as long as it applies cyclically. 
2 I.e. dependents first. The procedure can also successfully derive saliency for theories in which this is a property of 

dependents rather than heads (e.g. Nasukawa 2014, 2016), if it is assumed that spell-out is excrescent (i.e. heads first) 

rather than bottom-up. This of course also means that dual interpretation is necessarily exocentric in such a theory. 
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spaced formants, an exponent for |ʔ| that supresses amplitude on all frequencies and an exponent for 

|L| which amplifies lower frequencies and supresses higher frequencies. As visible from Fig. 2, 

simulation of the proposed spell-out process results in a target mirroring Fig. 1. 

  
Figure 1: Intervocalic voicing vs nasality Figure 2: Simulated spell-out of a fully voiced (red) and a nasal segment (L). 

Dual Interpretation. Most work in ET assumes a Single Optional Headedness Condition, such that 

within a segment one element may optionally assume the head status while the others remain 

dependents. This has been challenged by Backley (2011, 2017) who allows for (at least) two heads per 

segment. Backley (2017) argues that multiple heads are necessary and desirable because elements in 

head position often have differential characteristic properties. For instance, headed |H| characterises 

fortisity, dependent |H| obstruency; headed |L| characterises voicedness, dependent |L| nasality; headed 

|U| labiality, dependent |U| velarity. Since these contrasts are phonologically meaningful and lead to 

differential phonetic interpretation, they should be phonologically encoded. This predicts doubly 

headed expressions such as |I, A, H| for [ʃ] and possibly triple headed ones such as |U, L, ʔ| for [ɓ].3 

While it is uncontroversial that elements have differential characteristic properties depending on their 

structural environment (e.g. headedness, nuclear vs onset position, site of attachment in tones, …), the 

substantive characteristics this refers to have been denied any significant role in phonology. This 

proposal introduces a way to phonologically circumscribe substance by increasing the number of hard-

coded referential distinctions. It also more than doubles generative capacity compared to standard ET. 

The former is undesirable if we want to avoid the potential for substance abuse, the latter if we want 

to account for empirical restrictions on segmental inventories (cf. Breit 2013a). 

Under the present proposal, dual interpretation arises from the context sensitive translation of 

phonological formatives at the interface. For example, |L| may have three candidates for spell-out, one 

attenuating F0, which is selected when |L| is directly dominated by a Rhyme (context for a low tone), 

another introducing temporal oscillation (vocal pulsing) when it is a head, and an elsewhere item which 

increases low frequency energy (a property of both voicing and nasality). This system categorically 

excludes substance from the phonology and leaves ET’s generative capacity unaffected. It is also more 

restrictive in terms of possible interpretations: it entails that structurally dominating occurrences of an 

element (heads, adjuncts) cannot be encoded without the properties the same element exhibits as a 

dependent, since they necessitate that the same element has already been exponed as a dependent in 

preceding cycles. This predicts that e.g. nasals are voiced by default on the assumption that nasality is 

encoded by headed |L| and voicing by dependent |L|, and that fricatives are by default voiceless if 

frication is encoded by |H| and fortisity by dependent |H|. Under Backley’s system there is no a priori 

reason why some headed |X| couldn’t refer to say palatality and its dependent variant |X| to nasality. 

Summary. The cyclic model of phonetic spell-out proposed here can account for two otherwise 

independent properties of headedness: saliency and dual interpretation. The model is more restrictive 

in the predictions it makes about these two properties when compared to proposals where these are 

treated as phonological. I will discuss some further implications and areas of inquiry arising from the 

proposed model. 

                                                 
3 We might also expect e.g. |L, H, U, ʔ| for [bɦ~b̤], but Backley proposes doubly headed |L, H, U, ʔ| instead due to a 

restriction of having only one head per fundamental melodic property (frequency, resonance, colour), where |L, H| both 

belong to the frequency domain. This poses interesting challenges especially in three- and four-way voicing systems (e.g. 

Gujarati), but I will not go into detail about this. 
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